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The U.S-Israel Alliance: War, Chaos and Netanyahu’s
Big Lie
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The relationship between the U.S. and Israel in the last 6 years under the Obama administration has never
been stronger.  In 2012, The National Jewish Democratic Council (NJDC) declared that President
Obama’s aid package for Israel was the largest in U.S. history, a fact that is hard to ignore:  

President Barack Obama requested a record $3.1 billion in military assistance to Israel for
the  2013  fiscal  year.  The  requested  amount  is  not  just  the  largest  assistance  request  for
Israel ever; it is the largest foreign assistance request ever in U.S. history

President  Barack  H.  Obama and Israel  Prime Minister  Benjamin  Netanyahu’s  alleged
tenuous relationship is not what it seems.  Sure they probably annoy each other, but Obama
has provided U.S. foreign aid just as every U.S. President before him.  The invitation granted
by the speaker of the house John Boehner to Netanyahu so that he can present his case
against Iran to the U.S. congress to prove that Obama’s negotiations with Iran over its
nuclear program was a “bad deal.”     According to Netanyahu, Iran threatens Israel’s
existence and the world.  Netanyahu’s speech was political theater.  Several democrats did
not attend Netanyahu’s show.  Those that did criticized Netanyahu for trying to undermine
the Obama administration is once again, all political theater.  The democrats who skipped
Israeli Prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s recent speech to show solidarity with President
Obama’s  policy  towards  Iran  were  going  to  attend  the  American  Israel  Public  Affairs
Committee (AIPAC)  event featuring an appearance by Netanyahu the following week as
the Washington Examiner reported earlier this month:

All of the members skipping Netanyahu’s congressional speech the Examiner interviewed
were quick to say their anger toward the prime minister and his attempt to scuttle the
Obama administration’s negotiations with Iran on its nuclear program did not extend to pro-
Israel committee.

“Why would I not want to meet with my friends? They’re coming to see me next week and
why wouldn’t I see them?” asked Rep. Luis Gutierrez, D-Ill., referring to two American Israel
Public Affairs Committee lobbyists he’s known and worked with for 25 years

Since 1948, U.S and Israeli actions taken in the Middle East has proven to be a tragic period
for all people of the Middle East whether Arab, Christian, Jew, Kurdish, Sunni or Shiite. 
Nothing  but  wars  and  Sectarian  conflicts,  poverty  and  Western-funded  extremists  has
destroyed Arab countries and killed millions of Muslim men, women and children that are
physically and emotionally scarred for the rest of their young and innocent lives.

Can anyone think of the U.S. and its Democratic ideals as a success?  The U.S. has done
everything it can to create “order out of chaos.”  In 1947 following the “creation of Israel” by
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Great Britain when the Foreign secretary Arthur James Balfour confirmed a “national home
of the Jewish People” when he sent the Balfour Declaration to Walter Rothschild, head of the
Rothschild banking dynasty,  the Palestinian people have been living in hell.   Palestine
became a prison enforced by Israel’s security apparatus that resembles what George Orwell
described as a total police state in his classic book “1984.”  Palestine has been divided; 1.7
million Palestinians live in an open air prison in the Gaza strip while others live in the West
Bank under a police state controlled by heavily armed Israeli  soldiers and police.  The
Palestinians have been losing lands in an unprecedented fashion and in recent decades only
to be accelerated under Netanyahu’s watch with a 40% increase in 2014 alone, outpacing
the prior year.

Israel’s  ambitions for  nuclear weapons capability began after  Israel  became a Western
sponsored state with the U.S, U.K. and France as its main allies.  Many conflicts in the Middle
East soon followed.  The Israeli war of Independence against the Arab countries included
Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria which led to the 1949 Armistice which outlined the borders
of Israel.    The Israel Defense Forces (IDF) soon began military operations against Egypt,
Lebanon and Jordon to prevent terrorist attacks against its Jewish citizens.  In 1956, Great
Britain  and  France  joined  Israel  in  attacking  Egypt  after  its  government  decided  to
nationalize the Suez Canal after the U.S. and Great Britain declined to fund the Aswan
Dam.  Israel was forced to retreat from the attack by the U.S. and the USSR.  Soon after, the
Six-Day War in 1967 began when Israel fought againstEgypt, Syria and Jordan, Iraq, Saudi
Arabia,  Kuwait  and others  contributed weapons and troops to  the Arab forces.   Israel
defeated the Arab armies and expanded its territory in the West Bank which included East
Jerusalem to Jordan, the Golan Heights in Syria, the Sinai and the Gaza strip.  Then the War
of Attrition (1967-1970), the Yom Kippur War (1973) and the War in Lebanon (1982) which
the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) invaded Southern Lebanon to eliminate Palestinian guerrilla
fighters (the resistance) from the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) which led to the
Israeli Security Zone in South Lebanon.  Then the South Lebanon conflict with Hezbollah that
lasted for at least 20 years.  It still continues today.   The first and Second Intifadas began
with the Palestinian uprising against a brutal Israeli occupation and the disappearance of
their  lands.   Several  wars  soon  followed.   The  last  war  called  ‘Operation  Protective
Edge’ which Israel launched against the Gaza Strip.  According to the State of Palestine
Ministry of Health who reported on August 17, 2014 that there were 2,300 deaths and over
19,000  injured  in  Gaza  which  was  a  devastating  conflict  that  traumatized  the  Palestinian
people especially the children.  It is a tragic consequence that will last a lifetime for many.

During  all  of  the  conflicts,  Israel  was  seeking  weapons  to  defend  their
new “Jewish” nation.  Israel was eventually exposed as an undeclared nuclear power thanks
to an Israeli man named Mordechai Vanunu who spent 18 years in the Shikma Prison in
Ashkelon,  with  10  of  those  years  in  solitary  confinement.   Mordechai  exposed  Israel’s
secrets  nuclear  program  to  the  British  press  in  1986.

Israel is the aggressor.  It’s an illegal occupation which began under the British government
and it is supported by other Western-powers, mainly the U.S. and France.  Israel’s history is
filled  with  conflicts  and  terrorism  against  the  Arab  world.   Israel  has  committed  political
assassinations, supported extremists to topple governments including its current support to
“moderate rebels” to oust Syrian president Bashar al-Assad.  It has control over the natural
resources including vital water supplies that Palestinians solely depend on to survive.  So
my question is why everyone is surprised by Netanyahu’s speech he recently gave in the
U.S. House of congress?  Several members of congress were “appalled” or “upset” because
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he  disrespected  U.S.  lawmakers,  but  the  reality  is  that  the  majority  of  elected  officials  in
congress and every administration even before Obama have approved military  aid  for
Israel’s  security  since Israel  was created in 1948.   Who are they fooling?  Netanyahu
sounded like he was the U.S. president with constant standing ovations and thunderous
applauds by the AIPAC controlled congress.   Those on both sides of the aisle whether
democrat  or  republican  always  look  forward  to  Jewish  (Zionist)  support  for  campaign
funds.  There are several members of congress who have dual citizenships that seek to
protect  Israel  at  all  costs  (although  the  actual  “costs”  come  at  the  expense  of  U.S.
taxpayers). The U.S. has been involved in the Middle East for a long time.  Do not expect
peace or stability.  War and conquest is the true nature of both the Americans and Israeli’s
regarding Middle East policies.  ISIS is a perfect example of how the U.S. operates by
bringing democracy to an already volatile region with its support of the Syrian rebels, al-
Nusra and the decade old “al-Qaeda” with weapons to topple governments not in line with
Washington only proves that war is on the agenda.  Not only does the U.S. and its allies
support ISIS and other terrorist organizations to topple Arab governments they protect them
according to an article by Michel Chossudovsky titled ‘Obama’s “Fake War” against the
Islamic State (ISIS). The Islamic State is protected by the US and its Allies’ and made an
important point when he said:

What would have been required from a military standpoint to wipe out an ISIS convoy with
no effective anti-aircraft capabilities?  Without an understanding of military issues, common
sense prevails.  If they had wanted to eliminate the Islamic State brigades, they could have
“carpet” bombed their convoys of Toyota pickup trucks when they crossed the desert from
Syria into Iraq in June

The  U.S.  and  Israel  clearly  want  chaos  in  the  Middle  East.   I t  is  obvious.  
However, Netanyahu did say that:

The remarkable alliance between Israel  and the United States has always been above
politics. It must always remain above politics.  Because America and Israel, we share a
common destiny, the destiny of promised lands that cherish freedom and offer hope. Israel
is grateful for the support of American — of America’s people and of America’s presidents,
from Harry Truman to Barack Obama

Yes, the alliance between the U.S. and Israel is “above politics” and I agree it’s supposed to
achieve “Full Spectrum Dominance” with the West and Israel controlling every aspect of
Arab life including its lands, economy, and its natural resources in the Middle East.  This is
the “destiny” which Netanyahu speaks of.  There is a vast amount of resources including the
obvious oil, water and natural gas in the Middle East for which both the U.S. and Israel is
solely  interested in.   It  also provides a market  for  the Military-Industrial  Complex and
corporate  interests.   Netanyahu’s  speech  in  Washington  resembles  what  a  genuine
hypocrite that will claim it is he who is a victim of hatred, while committing heinous crimes
against those he hates.  Netanyahu thanked President Obama for his support over the years
which are no surprise:

We appreciate all that President Obama has done for Israel.

Now, some of that is widely known.  Some of that is widely known, like strengthening
security  cooperation  and  intelligence  sharing,  opposing  anti-Israel  resolutions  at  the
U.N.  Some of what the president has done for Israel is less well- known.
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I  called  him  in  2010  when  we  had  the  Carmel  forest  fire,  and  he  immediately  agreed  to
respond to my request for urgent aid.  In 2011, we had our embassy in Cairo under siege,
and again, he provided vital assistance at the crucial moment.  Or his support for more
missile interceptors during our operation last summer when we took on Hamas terrorists

‘Operation  Protective  Edge’  was  supported  by  the  Obama administration.   They  have
collaborated on various programs including Israel security forces that provided training to
U.S.  Police  forces.   I  was  not  surprised  by  the  recent  revelations  in  Chicago,  Illinois
concerning its secret black sites used by the Chicago police department to detain and even
torture suspects.   This happened under former White House Chief of  Staff and also an IDF
civilian volunteer and Israel supporter Rahm Emanuel whose father Benjamin M. Emanuel
was  once  a  member  of  the  Irgun,  a  terrorist  organization  that  operated  in
Mandate  Palestine.   As  Netanyahu  continued:

But Iran’s regime is not merely a Jewish problem, any more than the Nazi regime was
merely a Jewish problem. The 6 million Jews murdered by the Nazis were but a fraction of
the 60 million people killed in World War II. So, too, Iran’s regime poses a grave threat, not
only to Israel, but also the peace of the entire world. To understand just how dangerous Iran
would be with nuclear weapons, we must fully understand the nature of the regime. 

The people of Iran are very talented people. They’re heirs to one of the world’s great
civilizations. But in 1979, they were hijacked by religious zealots — religious zealots who
imposed on them immediately a dark and brutal dictatorship

Netanyahu said that “religious Zealots” imposed a dark brutal dictatorship?  Well I guess the
Western-backed Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi or the “Shah of Iran” and his secret police
force the Savak who terrorized the Iranian people was their preference to keep Iran under
their control.  Savak was trained and supported by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
the Israeli Mossad.  The most brutal dictatorship in the Gulf States such as Saudi Arabia is
an ideal model for the U.S. and Israel.  If you look at the dictatorships the U.S. has supported
to spread “American-Style Democracy” in the last 100 years.  The results of “American-style
democracy”  were  disastrous  causing  human  rights  violations,  countless  deaths  and
disease.  Those same nations the U.S. either invaded or helped overthrow their respective
governments (many of them democracies) still suffer from Washington’s “medicine.”  From
Pinochet in Chile, to the Somoza dynasty in Nicaragua, Papa and Baby Doc Duvalier regime
in Haiti to the Gulf Monarchies in Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates and the list
goes on, U.S. policy is about dominating nations for geopolitical interests including for the
control of their natural resources.  The U.S. and Israel have an interest in the Middle East
and that is to dominate it under their so-called “World Order.”   If they remove Syria and
then Iran, the Middle East would become a region that would look like Iraq or Libya.  It would
be a cash bonanza for the Military-Industrial Complex if they keep the civil wars among
different  sects  and  tribes  going,  creating  a  market  for  weapons  exports.   Netanyahu  said
Iran is a “grave threat” to World peace.  Can someone say “Samson Option”?  Seymour M.
Hersh’s ‘The Samson Option’ noted a commentary by Norman Podhoretz that summarizes
how Israel would respond if they were on the verge of defeat at the hands of Arab nations in
the Middle East:

For Israel’s nuclear advocates, the Samson Option became another way of saying “Never
again.”  [In a 1976 essay in Commentary, Norman Podhoretz accurately summarized the
pronuclear argument in describing what Israel would do if abandoned by the United States
and overrun by Arabs: “The Israelis would fight . . . with conventional weapons for as long as
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they could, and if the tide were turning decisively against them, and if help in the form of
resupply from the United States or any other guarantors were not forthcoming, it is safe to
predict that they would fight with nuclear weapons in the end. … It used to be said that the
Israelis had a Masada complex . . .but if the Israelis are to be understood in terms of a
‘complex’ involving suicide rather than surrender and rooted in a relevant precedent of
Jewish history, the example of Sarnson, whose suicide brought about the destruction of his
enemies, would be more appropriate than Masada, where in committing suicide the Zealots
killed only themselves and took no Romans with them.” 

Podhoretz, asked years later about his essay, said that his conclusions about the Samson
Option  were  just  that—his  conclusions,  and  not  based  on  any  specific  information  from
Israelis  or  anyone  else  about  Israel’s  nuclear  capability

What Mr. Podhoretz was describing was a “if we go down, everyone else is going down with
us” scenario which is a dangerous policy for the world peace.  Netanyahu also says that
Assad  who  is  backed  by  Iran  is  slaughtering  Syrians.   This  serves  the  Obama
Administration’s long-term goal to remove Assad from power:

Iran’s goons in Gaza, its lackeys in Lebanon, its revolutionary guards on the Golan Heights
are clutching Israel with three tentacles of terror. Backed by Iran, Assad is slaughtering
Syrians. Back by Iran, Shiite militias are rampaging through Iraq. Back by Iran, Houthis are
seizing control of Yemen, threatening the strategic straits at the mouth of the Red Sea.
Along with the Straits of Hormuz, that would give Iran a second choke-point on the world’s
oil supply

Netanyahu claim that the Jewish people can defend themselves which I agree especially
when you have nuclear weapons that can destroy the entire Middle East:

We are no longer scattered among the nations, powerless to defend ourselves. We restored
our sovereignty in our ancient home. And the soldiers who defend our home have boundless
courage. For the first time in 100 generations, we, the Jewish people, can defend ourselves

Iran, Syria, Lebanon (Hezbollah) and Palestine (the West Bank and Gaza) are targets for the
U.S. and Israel.  They want to destabilize Syria and Iran and turn it into an Iraq and Libya
with tribal and sectarian infighting among the populations.  The U.S. destroyed Iraq with the
intention of dividing the people.  They create the conflict,  develop hatred along Sunni and
Shiite sects, and enforce a government subservient to Western interests.  How does this
benefits Israel?  They keep the wars going by destabilizing regimes through ISIS and other
Western-funded  terrorist  groups  while  Israel  expands  its  territories  beyond  its
borders.  Once Syria and Iran are destroyed, the U.S. and Israel will have no use for ISIS.  No
more weapons will be shipped to ISIS and other groups and the U.S. and Israel with its
military capabilities can easily defeat ISIS as Chossudovsky mentioned in his article.  It
sounds cynical but it’s the truth.  It is what I call “Mafia-Style”  politics, something the U.S.
and Israel are very good at.  The world is not fooled by the bickering between the democrats
and republicans because as we all know, they are one, united with an “unbreakable bond
“with Israel as Obama declared in 2013.  We all know that without U.S. support, Israeli
occupation of Palestine would end tomorrow.  But that will  not happen unless the U.S.
Empire falls from power and only then, a lasting peace will ensue.

Netanyahu concluded with “May God bless the state of Israel and may God bless the United
States of America” And no one else, right Mr. Netanyahu?  What kind of God would bless two
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nations that have committed genocide against its indigenous populations?  Why would God
bless a nation that lies to its people and declares war on nations that want their sovereignty
respected?  If this is the God we as humans supposed to honor, then God is not who we
think he is.

In conclusion, Netanyahu should listen to an interview conducted by Press TV based in
Tehran, Iran in 2014 with Rabbi Yisroel Dovid Weiss, associate director of ‘Neturei Karta
International:  Jews United against  Zionism’ (www.nkusa.org) and was asked about U.N.
monitor  Richard  Falk  who  accused  Israel  of  ethnic  cleansing  of  the  Palestinians.   His
response was as follows:

With the help of the almighty, I pray to the almighty to bestow upon me his truth, his
wisdom.  We are  always  confounded by this  seeming ignorance of  the  issues  and the
ignoring of what is happening. The issues are clear from day one.  Well over one hundred
years  ago when this  Zionist  ideology came about  of  Jewish people creating their  own
sovereignty and then eventually deciding to make their sovereignty in the Holy Land, the
biblical authorities in the Holy Land, the chief rabbi of Palestine, Rabbi Dushinsky…, of that
time,  and later  in  1947 prior  to the ratification of… Israel  by the United Nations,  the chief
rabbi was Rabbi Dushinsky; he went to a meeting in Jerusalem [al-Quds] with the members
of the United Nations and he pleaded with them in the name of Judaism and the religious
community that we do not want, in any form, a state …, that it is illegal, it is illegitimate.
Judaism does not permit us to have to have a Jewish sovereignty, Judaism does not permit
us to oppress other people, steal the land, or in any manner being uncompassionate to the
people. 

On the contrary we were living together with the Muslim community, with the Arabs and
Muslims for hundreds and hundreds of years in Palestine and every Muslim state in total
harmony without any human rights group to protect us and since this creation of Zionism
and then eventually … Israel, there is an endless river of bloodshed. It is impossible to
subjugate people and expect that there will  be peace. Now, we are condoning what is
emanating from this fact that there is a state but the fact is that it defies logic; it flies in the
face of …,  righteousness and everything that the humanity calls for, by occupying Palestine
and so our rabbis universally opposed the existence of … Israel and that the world should
totally confuse this issue.
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